
LEGAL PROCESS
OUTSOURCING (LPO)
FOR IMMIGRATION
SERVICES

WHY CHOOSE
BLACKHAWK

Choose a reliable partner
to delegate to

Comprehensive LPO
We draft letters, memos, and portions of petitions; we 
assemble applications; we spot discrepancies and red 
flags; we review application quality; and much more.

Seasoned Experts
We offer expertise in virtually all non-core legal 
services required to build successful immigration 
applications under one roof, delivering extraordinary 
value for your money.

Amazing Prices
Focused on efficiency, we can help you save as much 
as 70% of the money your competitors spend on U.S. 
immigration services – without compromising on 
service quality.

Making immigration LPO faster, simpler, 
& more affordable 
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CONTACT

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE
25 Broadway, 9th floor, New York, NY 10004
917-699-2543 

NEW JERSEY OFFICE
78 John Miller Way, Ste. 424, Kearny, NJ 07031
201-299-3040 

info@blackhawkconsult.com
https://blackhawkconsult.com  

BlackHawk Immigration Consulting



WHO WE ARE
Established in 2008, we are a U.S. immigration advisory 
and legal services company. We specialize in legal 
process outsourcing of non-core immigration services, 
including drafting of transactional portions of 
immigration petitions, assembling immigration 
applications, spotting red flags, quality control review, 
and more. 

We operate in the sweet spot where traditional 
immigration legal services and offshore legal process 
outsourcing teams meet. Offering decades of combined 
experience, our team offers you the integrity of big 
immigration law firms and the affordable pricing of 
offshore LPO firms.

LEGAL PROCESS
OUTSOURCING SERVICES

DELIVERING VALUE LIKE
NO OTHER 

Legal process outsourcing is the secret ingredient 
successful immigration law firms use to deliver 
astonishing success while handling seemingly endless 
clients. Done right, LPO for immigration petitions can be 
a high-value component of the process for not only firms 
but also for in-house legal teams and solo practitioners, 
saving them significant resources. 

FOCUS ON MORE VALUE
Our wide range of immigration LPO services allow you to 
keep your core resources focused on more important 
tasks than writing memos and letters, proofreading 
documents, examining client documentation, etc. Let 
them focus on more value creation while we take over 
the administrative tasks for your clients’ applications.

IMMIGRATION LAW FIRMS, IN-HOUSE LEGAL 
TEAMS, & SOLO PRACTITIONERS can derive 
endless value and benefit from our LPO services, 
significantly cutting down costs per application, retaining 
in-house personnel for high-value tasks, and still create 
superb value for clients with lightning-fast turnaround 
times and no compromise on application quality.

We offer innovative Pre-Filing, Communications, 
Preparation, Assembly, and Post-Filing service 
bundles designed to optimize your current immigration 
functions. Our service bundles are designed to boost 
efficient use of every client's time and resources while 
eliminating no-value work. Offering exceptional value, 
we believe BlackHawk is uniquely positioned to deliver 
you cost-effective LPO solutions.

OUR LPO SERVICE
BUNDLES 


